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The Cyber Meta-Reality and Cyber
Microbiome

• Defining the Cyber Meta-Reality
• Defining the Cyber Microbiome
• Cyber Threat Intelligence within the Cyber Meta-Reality
and Cyber Microbiome

Defining the Cyber Meta-Reality
• A reality about and formed from
other realities
• Gaming realities, research realities,
family realities, and the darker
realities like pornography and
cheating Websites, the cyber metareality (right) continues to grow and
deepen, offering escapes,
adventures, and myriad resources
• To understanding how species are
formed, exist, change, and
proliferate within a system you must
understand the system or medium
they inhabit

Defining the Cyber Microbiome
• First, understand the microbiome;
human and terrestrial
• Concept first broached by Macarthur
(1955), then expanded by Savage (1977)
“…bacterial cells likely outnumber

human cells by at least an order of
magnitude.” Later expanded to
several orders of magnitude (Fierier,
et. al., 2012)

• As our bodies and even the planet on
which we live are mostly microbiome,
so too is the Cyber Meta-Reality

Defining the Cyber Microbiome
• Cyber Microbiome is a
symbiont comprised of at least
four parasitic cyber flora/fauna
– Dark Web
– Cyber viruses, microorganisms,
parasites
– Living Archives
– Code that writes code
– Possible 5th area; cyber “junk”
DNA
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Application of the Cyber Meta-Reality and
Cyber Microbiome

• There are numerous ways to
use the cyber meta-reality and
microbiome as practitioners
– Threat intelligence
– Diagnostic
– Predictive

Application of the Cyber Meta-Reality and
Cyber Microbiome – Threat Intelligence
•

•

•

Primary areas of understanding offered
through the cyber meta-reality and cyber
microbiome concept are how threats are
created, proliferated, mutated, and sustained
within these habitats
Clarity can be derived concerning cyber
threats for the purpose of intelligence
collection, analysis, and dissemination
Threat analysts can begin to characterize,
categorize, plan, and forecast threat
instantiations, growth, change, and foothold
in order to better counter, mitigate, and
neutralize nascent and existing cyber threats

Application of the Cyber Meta-Reality and
Cyber Microbiome – Diagnostic
•

Just as physicians use the human microbiome
as a diagnostic source, the cyber microbiome
can be used to diagnose issues stemming from
various sources
– Dark Web – Where is the problem spreading
from? What is the source? Who is responsible?
– Cyber viruses, microorganisms, parasites – What
kind of disease is it? How can it be cured?
– Living Archives – Is there information extant in
the meta-reality that could be useful or causing
a problem?
– Code that writes code – Is the problem
spreading? How can it be stopped?
– Cyber DNA and “junk” DNA – Is the problem
inherent at the “cyber genetic” level? Is it an
issue in the connected information within the
system?

Application of the Cyber Meta-Reality and
Cyber Microbiome – Predictive
•

Many of the issues face in the cyber metareality are due to poor signal production and
attribution. Predictive solutions could be
derived from the cyber microbiome.
– Dark Web – Build databases of sites, actors,
groups, etc. for signature establishment
– Cyber viruses, microorganisms, parasites –
Identify APTs, common toolkits, and cyber
diseases
– Living Archives – Capture archive information to
build profile data and leverage historical
information
– Code that writes code - Use code sources and
strategies to track where the code began and
how to mitigate issues
– Cyber DNA and “junk” DNA – Identify issues at
the lowest, “genetic” level for root information
and potential solutions/therapies

Not All Bad
•

As practitioners, we must remember that not all
information within the microbiome is bad/harmful. Just as
our human microbiome is useful and vital to our bodily
function, so is the cyber microbiome to the cyber metareality.
–
–
–
–

–

Dark Web – Provides a realm in which to test, explore, and
conduct secure operations (TOR was originally a US Navy
project)
Cyber viruses, microorganisms, parasites – some parasitic
data is absolutely necessary to cyber meta-reality
functionality and growth (patches, open source, etc.)
Living Archives – Archived info can be useful in many ways
diagnostically and for predictive analytics. Also valuable to
loved ones and perpetuating a type of File Life
Code that writes code – Growing in purpose and scope. This
is already a possible life form worthy of study due to its
ability to grow, consume, and reproduce without destroying
itself
Cyber DNA and “junk” DNA – Very useful for understanding
the basic, fundamental “matter” of the cyber meta-reality
and microbiome…

Conclusion
• Understanding the Cyber
Meta-Reality and
Microbiome can help
practitioners pinpoint areas
of weakness and understand
the cyber multiverse better
• Ultimately, we must continue
to explore the ramifications
of this new world with its
life, multiple realities, and
growing influence

